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Abstract- The method of exact eigenfunctions has proven to be effective for the scalar 
grating problem. This makes it worthwhile to apply the method to the vectorial grating 
problem, also referred to as the problem of conical diffraction. The approach to exact 
eigenfunctions considered here relies on a refinement of approximate eigenvalues. For 
complicated gratings in particular, this technique reduces the numerical effort required 
to compute the vectorial eigenfunctions. Metallic and dielectric cavity-type structures as 
well as other structures with strong resonances are studied. Good convergence properties 
have been observed for a wide range of parameter values. The vectorial treatment of the 
case of general incidence provides new theoretical results for the color-separation problem. 

INTRODUCTION 

The technique to calculate the exact eigenfunctions for each grating layer has 
been employed in the past in the study of lamellar gratings [1-5]. This approach 
constitutes an alternative to methods based on Fourier expansion of the material 
parameters in the layers [6]. Another method, recently presented by Morf [7], em
ploys an expansion of the field in each lamella in terms of Legendre polynomials. 
Results illustrating the properties of these three methods are detailed in an earlier 
report [8]. One finds that the performance of the method of exact eigenfunctions 
com pairs favorably with that of the other two methods for the checkerboard grat
ing studied in [7]. It has, moreover, proven to be superior to that of the Fourier 
technique [6] for all structures studied so far (particularly so when strong losses are 
involved) except for the limiting case where the period tends to zero. The so-called 
coupled-wave approach has been shown to have a convergence that is slower and 
less reliable than that of the method of exact eigenfunctions [9]. These results all 
pertain to the scalar case where the incident plane wave has a wave-vector that lies 
in the plane normal to the grating. The present paper treats the complete vector 
problem that arises at general incidence. Techniques for the related non-periodic 
problem with perfectly conducting boundaries are discussed in the literature [10]. 
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The role of the periodicity, in this context, is that it allows the use of a discrete 
spectrum throughout. This is a welcome simplification when general material 
parameters are considered. The Fourier approach [6,8] has the drawback that it 
approximates discontinuous functions with series solutions in various ways. Any 
technique that does not treat the material as a continuum is more feasible in this 
respect and the method of exact eigenfunctions has, so far, proven to be the best. 
In this paper, we propose a concise formalism [11] for general lamellar structures. 
It is set up so as to avoid cumbersome component-manipulation and paves the 
way for a numerical implementation based on vector operations. The advantages 
of this approach are obvious when dealing with a plane-wave basis. Earlier work 
on this problem [12] is to a great extent formulated in terms of impedance con
cepts. A theoretical treatment of general incidence provides quantitative results 
for applications such as the design of gratings devised for the separation of colors 
in visible light [13]. This type of formalism is also amenable to certain types of 
frequency-selective surfaces and screens. This paper is divided into five sections. 
The first four sections describe the problem and the method and there then fol
lows a discussion and a presentation of numerical results for a variety of grating 
structures. 

L PROBLEM DEFINITION 

First, a few words on the problem setting. In order to study a lamellar geome
try one would consider something like the grating profile shown in Fig. 1. This 
is a multistep lamellar grating (MSLG) with homogeneous lamellas. A layer q 
with thickness hq is defined with respect to the origin by means of the distances 
elf (db = 0). A cross-section of the structure is presented in two dimensions be
cause of the large number of parameters. Magnetic materials are not considered 
in the present paper (p = PO everywhere). With an incident plane wave (time 
convention: exp( -iwt )) impinging in the direction specified by -r (cf. Fig. 2), 
the use of the standard spherical angles and the corresponding unit vectors comes 
naturally. The conical diffraction problem corresponds to IjJ #- 0; i.e. the incident 
wave-vector does not lie in the x - z plane. The vector p, defined by means of 
the angle IjJp, is either the polarization-vector of the incident E-field (E-field for
mulation) or the polarization-vector of the incident H-field (H-field formulation): 

k = (kz , ky, kz) = -kovO(sinB cosljJ, sinB sinljJ, cos B) =-kr 
(1) 

p = cos IjJp~ + sin IjJpB 

The method of exact eigenfunctions employs solutions to the field-equations that 
are specific to each layer. These solutions are referred to as vectorial eigenfunctions 
and linear combinations of these eigenfunctions are used to represent the total field 
in each layer. In order to compute the exact eigenfunctions for a layer, we first 
determine the corresponding eigenvalues. This is not an altogether trivial task 
[2,5] and the next section has, therefore, been devoted to an application of the 
matrix techniques used in [6 and 7]. 
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II. APPROXIMATE EIGENVALUES 

When focusing our attention on the eigenvalues, there are some observations 
that can be made. The method of exact eigenfunctions involves certain func
tions ( f E and f H ,cf. Appendix A) that define the eigenvalues of the structure. 
The complexity of these functions, and that of their derivatives in particular, in
creases rapidly with the complexity of the grating layers. It is, for this reason, 
impractical to calculate the eigenvalues by means of this formulation alone when 
one studies complicated structures where the layers have many lamellas per period 
[2,5]. An alternative strategy which leads to a matrix eigenvalue problem is useful 
in order to obtain approximations to the exact eigenvalues. The objective is to 
obtain sufficiently accurate approximate eigenvalues efficiently. To this end, we 
have used the well-known matrix approach [6-8]. The TE-TM decomposition, for 
example, can be used to show that the exact eigenvalues corresponding to general 
incidence are related to those of the scalar case through a simple modification of 
the wavenumbers (cf. Appendix A). With this in mind, let us now outline how 
the matrix technique is applied. 

One is first inclined to consider the Fourier approach [6] to the scalar eigenvalue 
problems for the TE- and TM-polarization, respectively: 

( d2 2 2) ( 2) dx2+kQv(x) <.p= p+ky <.p (2) 

(3) 

After having expanded the material parameters v 2 or 1 J v 2 and the pseudoperi
odic function <.p in a complex Fourier series [6], a simple transformation leads to 
an algebraic eigenvalue problem that provides an approximation for the eigenvalue 
p. This approach works well for the TE-case. For the TM-case, however, Gibbs 
phenomenon tends to affect the accuracy a great deal when the discontinuities in 
IJv2 are large. 

In order to circumvent this problem one could use the approach suggested by 
Morf [7,8]. Morf expands the field in each lamella separately in terms of Legendre 
polynomials. By imposing the matching conditions at the interfaces between the 
lamellas, one obtains an eigenvalue problem that is free of the shortcomings of the 
Fourier-series approach. If a grating layer is highly asymmetric (cf. Fig. 1), and 
since the same number of basis functions is used for each lamella, it may prove 
favorable to divide the longest lamella into two so as to obtain a better distribution 
of the basis functions. This feature, and the advantages of a formalism that is 
applicable to an arbitrary number of lamellas, are the reasons for considering a 
geometry with three lamellas in this paper. The two complementary methods 
that are described here are both instrumental in obtaining good approximate 
eigenvalues for all reasonable complex v because of their different convergence 
properties. 
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Figure 1. Cross-section of a grating with a period d. Superscripts and 
subscripts denote the layer and the lamella, respectively. The 
spherical unit-vectors r, j) that appear in this cut are shown for 
the case <p = 00 and the polarization vector i> is shown for the 
case <pp = -900 • 

z 

x 

Figure 2. Spherical coordinates and unit vectors. 
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In. EXACT VECTORIAL EIGENFUNCTIONS 

With material parameters that are piece-wise constant in a given layer, it is clear 
that some form of plane-wave solution is applicable for each lamella [8J. Equally 
apparent is the need for eigenfunctions that have a vector character (cf. [11 J and 
Appendix A) and a y -dependence that corresponds to the incident field (cf. Eq. 
1). Since the problem is separable in each lamella, and since the material param
eters are constant in the vertical direction, the eigenfunction in a lamella denoted 
by the index i could involve the eigenvalue p in the following way: 

1 
Wi = L ('\7 x )l+j Pb { COjieiK:odx-di-1 ,y,z) + CljieiK:tdx-di,y,Z) } (4) 

j=O 

Kxli = -KxOi Im K:xOi ~ 0 

Ky = ky KZ = Jp 1m Kz ~ 0 

The idea is to express the eigenfunction in terms of vector-waves that are prop
agating or evanescent in either the positive or the negative x -direction. The 
exact eigenvalue p and the coefficients COji and Clji are yet to be determined. 
Both the TE- and TM-eigenfunctions are of course present in disguised form in 
this formulation and materialize when the corresponding eigenvalues and coeffi
cients are determined (cf. Appendix A) . These eigenfunctions are transverse in 
the sense that the TE- and TM-modes have vanishing x -components for the E
and H-field, respectively. We allow ourselves to use the index j in the exponent for 
the vector differential-operator. This arrangement conforms to the formulation 
of the boundary conditions discussed below and it does also guarantee that the 
divergence of the eigenfunction equals zero [l1J. For a plane-wave basis, the curl
operations correspond to vectorial multiplications. This simplifies the numerical 
implementation a great deal. The vector-basis approach used here is not restricted 
to electromagnetism [11] and treats E- and H-fields in essentially the same way. 
Allowing for a treatment of either the E- or the H-field for any polarization p 
implies a certain redundancy in the formalism; owing to the fact that the two 
incident field-types only differ by a rotation of the polarization, it would be suf
ficient to study E-fields, for example. This redundancy, in combination with a 
variation of h, provides a test of the numerical implementation. The unit vector 
Pb is an arbitrary vector employed to construct the divergence-free vector basis 
[11 J in Eq. (4) . The only requirement that Pb has to fulfil is that it should not be 
parallel to f or to the wavevectors of any of the propagating orders (cf. section 
IV). 

Having, thus, established the general form of the vectorial eigenfunction in 
an homogeneous lamella, it is straightforward to match the expressions for the 
various lamellas so as to cover the whole period. Depending on the field-type, the 
matching at an interface involves the continuity of either of the following entities: 
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j = 0,1 

If an E-field is considered, the first relation is applicable. The TE-eigenvalues 
then produce a transverse eigenfunction, whereas the TM-eigenvalues produce 
a non-transverse eigenfunction. Equation (5) and the pseudoperiodicity provide 
an homogeneous system of equations for the coefficients COji and Clji and the 
determinantal condition for this system determines the exact eigenvalue p. 

Since the eigenvalues can be extracted from the corresponding scalar problems 
(cf. Appendix A), this condition is more complicated than necessary, however. A 
more compact relation obtained by means of transmission matrices [4] is given 
in Appendix B. With the approximate eigenvalues discussed in section II as ini
tial values, a root-finding procedure stands a good chance of locating the exact 
eigenvalues. A combination of the Muller and secant algorithms, reinforced with 
deflation, was used for this purpose. The method is reliable if all the initial values 
are sufficiently accurate; i.e. within a few percent of the exact eigenvalues. In 
order to obtain such an accuracy for all the desired approximate eigenvalues one 
has to treat a system that is larger than the size corresponding to the number of 
eigenvalues sought. This excess size is marginal for the TE-case but may at times 
be considerable for the TM-case. Some improvement can be obtained through the 
splitting of lamellas in asymmetric layers. 

Finally, the eigenfunctions defined by the coefficients COji and C lji follow 
from the homogeneous system corresponding to Eqs. (4) and (5). This approach 
eliminates a potential source of numerical error since the complete eigenfunctions 
are obtained from a linear system. Solutions to homogeneous systems of equations 
are often sensitive to small changes in the coefficients. As for the overall efficiency 
ofthis technique [2,5], one usually finds that the largest part of the total computer 
time spent on a problem is that devoted to the solution of the linear system 
discussed below. The time spent on other operations is almost negligible for 
structures with weak losses. 

IV. THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 

With the exact eigenfunctions computed, the field in lamella i, in a layer with 
height h, can be expressed as a linear combination of a number of these eigen
functions: 

2N 1 1 

4>j ~ L L L (V' X )l+j PbeiKyY 

n=Op=Oj=O 

[ ( C;;riOeiK;~i(X-di-l) + C~oeiK;f;(x-di)) DOnp eiK~PZ 

+ ( C;J;l eiK;~i(x-di-l) + C~l eiK;fi(X-di )) Dl np e-iK~P(Z-h)] (6) 
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The indices n, p enumerate the eigenfunctions. p denotes the mode-type associ
ated with a given eigenfunction; mode-types that in turn correspond to (2), (3), 
(BI) and (B2). With the branch-cut for l'i-z chosen here, the field is expressed in 
terms of bounded exponentials. This promotes a good conditioning of the system 
of equations that emanates from the matching of solutions on the layer interfaces. 
For either field-type one is, once again, concerned with the continuity of the field 
and its curl: 

z x ((v; ~J)' ~ _ } 
z x ~ q> 

j = 0,1 (7) 

For the top and bottom layer, the ansatz is also matched against vectorial Rayleigh 
expansions propagating upwards and downwards, respectively. In the spirit of Eq. 
(6), these expansions are also set up as a divergence-free vector basis: 

N 1 
¥ '" " "(V x )1+j p' eikJi;x eikyy eik~Lz E . L '" ~ ~ b nJL (8) 

n=-N j=O 

k n _ k n27r 
x - x + d 

k~L = (-)LJk5vI - k~ - kr; 1m k~O 2: a L = 0,1 

The reflected, or transmitted (L=O or 1; L denotes the superstrate and the sub
strate here), efficiencies are given by the expression: 

e '" ~ I(Vx)1+j p eikJi;x eikyy eik';L Z l
2 E . E*. Ik~LI v6 

nL '" ~ b nJL nJL kO 2 
j=O zOvL 

(9) 

The actual transformation to a linear system can be made by means of two scalar 
projections with respect to the Rayleigh basis. Here, all curl operations are re
placed by the corresponding vector multiplications. Two tangential components 
[cf. (5)] provide relations that correspond to the two types of eigenfunctions. More 
precisely, one applies the following operator to the boundary condition that relates 
the fields to be matched: 

{x.} fd J 

y. 10 e-ikJi; x dx (10) 

The elementary integrals that arise from the projection are evaluated analytically. 
By carrying out this procedure for all the interfaces one obtains a linear system 
for the coefficients introduced in Eqs. (6) and (8). This exercise in index ma
nipulation involves the incident source-field [ef. (1)] on the right hand side of the 
system and a suitably arranged set of projections on the left hand side. When 
the number of layers is large, a band structure appears in the coefficient matrix 
of the system. This property can be employed in the numerical treatment. If 
sufficiently accurate approximate eigenvalues are used, the final result has, so 
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far, been a well-conditioned system that can be solved accurately by means of 
standard techniques. 

v. DISCUSSION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 

When applicable in the following examples, i.e. for lossless structures, the conser
vation of energy has been found to hold with a precision of five to eight significant 
figures as soon as a certain reasonable truncation of the system of equations is 
used. Such a threshold truncation is not noticeable for the scalar case [l,S] . For 
grating structures, one normally describes the diffraction by means of the effi
ciencies and the results are, therefore, given in terms of the computed efficiencies 
throughout the present paper. Commencing with a lossy structure, let us consider 
the results presented in Fig. 3. The zero-order reflected efficiency for an aluminum 
grating with a cavity-type profile is presented three-dimensionally as a function of 
the angles of incidence. An H-field with the polarization angle 1Yp = 0° is taken 
to be the incident field. The wavelength is equal to the width of the cavity which 
gives rise to a number of resonances for small values of 1Y . These resonances are 
relatively weak, however, and since the "background" efficiency is rather large the 
phenomenon appears to be of limited interest. One may note that the resonant 
cavity is relatively open for this structure. 

Figure 3. The graph gives a three-dimensional presentation of the re
flected zero-order efficiency as a function of the angles of in
cidence for a geometry of the type shown in Fig. 1. An incident 
H-field with a polarization 1Yp = 0° is considered. The parame

ters are: Aid = 0.6; dl!d = 0.5, d~/d = 0.65, vi = 1.5 + Si, vJ = 
1,v§ = 1.5+8i,h1/d = O.lS;dI/d = 0.2,d§/d = 0.8,v[ = 

1.5 + Si, vi = 1, vj = 1.5 + 8i, h2/d = 20; vO = 1, v3 = 1.5 + Si. 
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For the scalar case [8], the convergence rate of the solution was found to de
pend strongly on the polarization. Figure 4 presents the convergence rate of the 
grating efficiencies with respect to truncation for the conical problem discussed in 
conjunction with Fig. 3. It is apparent, from the results for the three polariza
tions considered here, that when the formalism does not separate into two scalar 
problems there can be a rather weak polarization-dependence. Unfortunately, but 
predictably, the convergence rate seems to resemble that of the TM-case rather 
than that of the TE-case [8]. The function f(N) referred to in the graph corre
sponds to the maximum relative error in the calculated efficiencies. The orders in 
the Rayleigh expansions range from - N to N [ef. (6) and (8)] and the function 
f(N) essentially measures "the difference between two adjacent values of N" in 
terms of the number of significant figures. 

2 

f( N) 

o 

- 2 

-4 
o 8 1 6 N 24 

Figure 4. Convergence rate of the reflected efficiencies for the geometry 
considered in Fig. 3. The results are presented by means of 
the function f(N) = 10glO (maXn(etf - etf-l)/etf) where the 
integer N defines the truncation. The incident H-field has the 
polarizations (A) ¢>p = 0°, (B) ¢>p = 80°, (C) ¢>p = 90°. The 
other parameters of incidence are: () = 10°, ¢> = 10°. 

Figure 5 shows the reflected zero-order efficiency for a dielectric cavity as a 
function of the angle of incidence. A rather sharp peak can be obtained after some 
adjustment of the parameters. A very narrow opening and the TM-polarization 
appears to be the recipe for this resonance. One might conjecture that adding 
another similar cavity under the first one would reinforce the resonance. So far, 
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no such effect has been observed, however. An example where the number of 
layers does affect the reflection properties considerably is the checkerboard grating 
[7]. This structure exhibits sharper and more symmetric resonances when the 
number of layers is increased from two to four. Four layers appears to be the 
optimum. Adding more layers has not been found to ameliorate the performance. 
Figure 6 presents the reflected zero-order efficiency for this grating as computed 
by means of the exact-eigenfunction technique. Its rapid convergence [8] makes 
these calculations feasible even when the number of layers is considerable. The 
preparation of Fig. 6 requires a numerical effort of the order of 1000 Gigaflops 
[14] if standard graphics and a large number of accurate data points are used. At 
normal incidence, a rotation in 4> is equivalent to a change of polarization and 
the variation with respect to rotation is, therefore, rather slow. 

Figure 7 illustrates how the resonance properties of a grating can be used to 
separate the colors in visible light [13]. When rotating the grating about the 
z-axis for a given incidence (), a distinct change in the color of the reflected 
light can be observed. This effect is normally obtained by means of zero-order 
diffraction. By varying the polarization of the incident light, the relative intensity 
of the colors can be adjusted. A change in polarization has a minor effect on 
the position of the resonance in the >. - 4> plane and could be used as a sort 
of fine-tuning of the radiation pattern. For this particular case, a polarization 
angle 4>p close to zero favors a strong resonance in the green, whereas an angle 
close to 90° yields a resonance that is the strongest in the red. At intermediate 
angles there is a widening, or even a splitting, of the peaks since resonances that 
seem to correspond to both the TE- and TM-polarizations are involved. As seen 
in the graph, the peaks are sufficiently sharp to cause problems in the graphical 
rendering. Figure 8 shows the same efficiency for a fixed rotation angle 4> = 90° ; 
i.e. for the portion of the resonant spectrum that lies in the red. In this cut there 
are, first of all, two peaks and these peaks are in turn very acute. This behavior 
is typical and it is not surprising that the 3D representation fails to bring out all 
the details in data of this kind. 

The results presented above illustrate how the method of exact eigenfunctions 
can be applied to rather complicated gratings. The limitation, as far as the num
ber of layers goes, seems to be that imposed by the available memory-space since 
no insufficiency in the numerical stability has been observed. Certain parameter 
combinations might correspond to degenerate eigenfunctions but these combina
tions are very rare. The limit d ~ 0 poses problems of a different type but for 
the scalar case the Fourier approach [6,8] handles this limit without difficulty 
and it may, therefore, be possible to use Fourier techniques also for the vectorial 
case. Other than that, and disregarding the high-frequency limitations that are 
universal for modal methods, there are hardly any restrictions on the parame
ters. Therefore, and in conclusion, it is safe to say that the method of exact 
eigenfunctions is generally applicable also for the vectorial grating problem. 
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Figure 5. Reflected zero-order efficiency for a two-layer dielectric grating 
with a cavity as a function of the angle of incidence B. An 
incident H-field (¢ = 180°, ¢p = 0°) is studied. The parameters 

are: A/d = 0.6; dVd = 0.49, d~/d = 0.51, vi = 1.5, v~ = 1, vJ = 
l.5, hI /d = 0.7; ddd = 0.2, d~/d = 0.8, V[ = 1.5, v~ = 1, v3 = 
1.5, h2/d = 15; vO = 1, v 3 = 1.5. 

I-.. 
microns 

A. 
Figure 6. Reflected efficiency for a deep checkerboard grating illuminated 

by an H-field (¢p = 0°) at normal incidence. The results are 
computed as functions of the wavelength and the azimuth angle. 
The four-layer structure is made up of two identical double
layers stacked on top of each other. Parameters: d = Iii; dl! d = 

0, d~/d = 0.5, v~ = 2.2, vl = 1.5, hI /d = 3.2; di/d = 0, dUd = 
0.5, v~ = 1.5, v§ = 2.2, h2/d = 3.2; v O = I, v 5 = 1. 
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Figure 7. Reflected efficiency for order 0 for a one-layer color-separation 

structure as a function of the wavelength and the rotation angle: 

incident E-field rPp = 0°, d = 0.44J.i, (} = 22°; dI/d = 0, d~/d = 

0.5, /.Id = 2, /.11 = 1.5, hI /d = 0.38; /.10 = 1, /.1 2 = 1.5. 
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Figure 8. The reflected efficiency in Fig. 7 as a function of the wave
length only for the rotation angle ¢> = 90°: incident E-field 
¢>p = O°,d = 0.44~,O = 22°;dlld = O,d~/d = 0.5,vJ = 2,va = 
1.5, hI Id = 0.38; vO = 1, v 2 = 1.5. 
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Figure 9. A grating layer with a period d. The notation used in this 
appendix differs slightly from that in the main paper for reasons 
of presentation. 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix, our objective is to provide a more detailed presentation of the 
so-called eigenmodes inside a lamellar grating, for the case of conical diffraction 
(i.e. when the incident wave vector k is not perpendicular to the y axis). These 
vectorial eigenmodes can be expressed in terms of TE- and TM-modes: we speak of 
TE- (resp. TM-) modes when the electric (resp. magnetic) field has no component 
along the x axis. It will also appear that the eigenvalues associated with these 
TE- (resp. TM-) modes are linked in a very simple manner to those associated 
with the TE and TM cases of non-conical diffraction (k. y = 0.). Moreover, the 
reader can find here some more details on a possible way to determine the vectorial 
eigenfunctions. Formally, the terms eigenmodes, eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
are somewhat imprecise since the eigenV"dlue problem (operator, function spaces, 
etc.) is not clearly defined but we do not intend to elaborate on the mathematical 
aspects here. 

In the layer depicted in Fig. 9, we study electromagnetic fields that: (a) satisfy 
Maxwell's equations and the continuity conditions on the interfaces x = dj, i = 
I, 2, .. I, (b) have the same y -dependency as the incident plane wave, (c) satisfy 
the pseudo-periodicity condition: any field component u must be such that 
u(x+d,y,z) = u(x,y,z) exp(ikxd), where kx is the x-component of the incident 
wave-vector. 

Let us look for elementary solutions in each lamella. More precisely, in the 
lamella denoted by the integer i, it proves interesting to search the electric field 
as the sum of plane waves: 

where 

Ei(x,y,z) = Ei(r) = {etK"; xx+htK"; x (K"; xx)} eiKt'r 

+ {ei K"i x x + hi K"i x (K"i x x)} eiKi·r (AI) 

-+ - ( + ) K i - Kx,i' Ky, Kz 

Ky = ky = -ko vo sin () sin rp 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(imposed by the incident plane wave) (A4) 

+ - - - Vk2 2 2 K . - -K . - . - Ky - Kz X,I X,i Z (A5) 

(any branch-cut can be chosen for the complex square root) 

k~ = K"T- . K"T- = K"-:- . K"-:- = (kovz·)2 
~ I I I I (A6) 

We have to find the eigenvalue p = K; and, for each lamella, the coefficients 
e; , h; , ei ,hi that define the eigenfunction. Note that the expression 

{et K"; x x + ht K"; x (K"; xx)} eiK;'r can represent any plane wave with wave 

vector K"; that verifies the divergence condition (i.e. the polarization is orthog

onal to K";). This decomposition is interesting in the sense that the first part 
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et "K t X X is orthogonal to both the wave vector and the x axis, whereas the 
second part is orthogonal to the wave vector and to the first part. The other wave 

{ ei"K i x x ± hi"K i x ("K i xx)} eiK. i:1' differs in that the x -component of its 
wave vector has the opposite sign (A5). 

In the i th homogeneous lamella, the magnetic field is derived from Ei by 
taking the curl: 

Hi(X,y,Z) = _1_ {eT"K7 x ("K7 x x) + hT"K7 x ("K7 x ("K7 x x))} e~Kt-r 
W fLO Z l liZ I I 

1 + - {e:-"K-: x ("K-:- x x) + h:-"K-: x ("K-: x ("K-:- x x))} e1Ki·r 
W fLO I I I I I I t 

= _1_ {eT"K7 x ("K7 x x) - hT K~"K7 x x} elKt-r 
wfLO I I I I t Z 

+ _1_ {e:-"K-: x ("K-: x x) - h:- K~"K-: x x} e1Ki-r (A7) 
W fLO Z t I I I t 

It now appears that the coefficients et, ei, (resp. ht, hi), correspond to the 
part of the field whose electric (resp. magnetic) field has no component along the 
x axis. Equation (A5) ensures that these fields satisfy Maxwell's equations in 
each homogeneous lamella. 

In order to determine the entities Kz, et, ht, ei, hi, we must first enforce the 
continuity of the fields at x = di , when passing from lamella i to lamella i + 1 : 

XXEi=xxEi+l XXHi=xxHi+l i=1,2, ... ,I (AS) 

These four conditions can be written as, 

( eT+l ) = (eT ) I = ME i I and 
ei+l ' ei 

(A9) 

where there is no coupling between the "e" and "h " coefficient~It is not neces

sary for our purpose to give the explicit form of the 2x2 matrices ME i and M Hi. 
This problem is nothing other than the problem of reflection and tr~mission ~f 
plane waves at an interface. For the ensuing treatment, it suffices to notice that 
these matrices involve the entities Kt i' Kt j+l' Vi, vi+l and dj 

The last step is to make use of th~ ps~udo-periodicity condition. After some 
elementary calculations, this condition takes the form: 

(:~::) ~ DE (:n and C~::) ~ D/l un (AlO) 

and the 

(A11) 

(A12) 
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and 

(AI3) 

(D H - M H j"" M H 2 M HI) (hj) = 0 
, "h} 

(AI4) 

In order for these two homogeneous systems to have non-trivial solutions, their 
determinants IE and I H must vanish (we recall below the parameters that are 
involved in these determinants): 

IE (Jkl-il:~ - p, kx, Vj, dj, d) ~C det(DE - ME,!" .ME,2ME,1) 

= 0 (AI5) 

( / 2 2 ) deC = = = = IH ykj-il:y-p,kx,vj,dj,d = det(D H -MH,I···MH,2 M H,d 

= 0 (AI6) 

In conclusion there exists TE and TM vectorial eigenmodes. For the TE modes, 
ht = hi = 0, p = iI:~ is a root of (AI5) and, as soon as p is known, the coefficients 
et and ei are given (within a multiplicative factor) by (AI3) and (A9). For the 
TM modes, et = ei = 0, p is a root of (AI6) and the coefficients ht and 
hi are obtained analogously. N.B. We are well aware that we do not prove that 
the field can always be expressed as a linear combination of these TE and TM 
eigenmodes. For the present time, the completeness remains a conjecture based 
on reliable numerical results . 

Finding p as a root of (AI5) or (AI6) is not a simple matter since p is generally 
complex. Fortunately, we can benefit by earlier work on non-conical diffraction 
(i.e. ky = 0). For non-conical diffraction, we know that the problem splits into 
two scalar problems: the TE- and the TM-case with the electric and the magnetic 
fields, respectively, parallel to the y axis. Since the vector ~ 7- x x = ~ -: x x = 

I I 

(0, il:z, -il:y), which was up to now perpendicular to x, becomes parallel to y when 
ky = 0, equations (AI) and (A 7) show that the non-conical TE (resp. TM) case is 
obtained by simply replacing il:y, ht, hi (resp. Ky, et, ei ) by zero everywhere. 
Consequently, the eigenvalues p = K~ of the non-conical case are obtained by 
solving the equations deduced from (AI5) and (AI6) replacing ky = Ky by zero: 

IE ( Jk[ -p, kx, Vi, dj, d) = 0 for the non-conical TE case (A17) 

IH (Jk[ -p, kx , Vj, d j , d) = 0 for the non-conical TM case (AIS) 

Comparing (AI5), (AI6) and (A17), (AlS), we infer that for conical diffraction 
the eigenvalues can be obtained from any computer program developed for non
conical diffraction by means of the following recipe: (a) find the eigenvalues p = K~ 
of the non-conical problem with the same opto-geometrical parameters and the 
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same pseudo-periodicity (i.e. the same kx ) as the conical problem in question, 
(b) obtain the eigenvalues of the conical problem from the relation p = p - K~. 

A reader familiar with the study of lamellar gratings in classical mountings 
(ky = 0) may recall that the solutions p of (A17) are also eigenvalues of the 
operator £, E acting on pseudo-periodic scalar functions [4]: 

d2 2 2 
£'E = dx2 + kO v (x) (A19) 

Likewise, the solutions of (A18) are eigenvalues of an operator £'1{: 

£'H = v2(x) [d~ (v2~x)d~) + k5] (A20) 

These operators play an important role in the search for approximate solutions to 
Eqs. (A17) and (A18). 

APPENDIX B 

For a slightly simplified case with Ki = K~ = K2, K~ = KI and vr = vj = V2, v~ = 
VI, the exact eigenvalues for the TM-case are zeros of the following function: 

. [{ Kl(V2)2 K2(VI)2} ] 
f(p) = - sm(K2dd K2(Vl)2 + KI(V2)2 A + 2B 

(Bl) 

The zeros for the TE-case are obtained by letting VI = V2 = 1 in (Bl) while 
leaving the following expressions unchanged: 

A = cos K2 (d - d2) sin K 1 (d2 - d I) 

B = COSK}(d2 - dl) sinK2(d - d2) 

C = sin KI(d2 - dI) sin K2(d - d2) 

D = cos Kl (d2 - dl) cos K2( d - d2) 

KI = Vk5(v})2 - k~ - P 

K2 = Vk5(V2)2 - k~ - P 

(B2) 

Since the complexity of these expressions increases rapidly with the number of 
lamellas, it quickly becomes an arduous task to evaluate the derivatives [2,5]. 
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